
 

 

 

 

 

February 10, 2013 

 

In recognition of Tsujimoto-sensei’s retirement from Osaka University; 

 

I congratulate and appreciate his long time and fruitful contribution for the research of fluids 

engineering, especially fluid dynamics in turbo-machines and cavitation. It is unbelievable that 

he will retire from Osaka University despite he looks young and energetic. However, it is a 

pleasure and privilege to honor Tsujimoto-sensei on the occasion of his retirement. I always 

recognize him as an internationally well-known open-minded researcher who has dense 

network of personal connection around the world. Actually, he is a natural ambassador for 

Japanese culture, science and technology. He have contributed substantially to our way of 

thinking to understand the complicated fluid mechanics in turbo-machinery utilizing rather 

simple approach, which brought a large amount of benefit to engineers all over the world. He 

solved rotordynamic problem, cavitation instabilities, supersonic flow instabilities and 

hydroturbine where the common key word is dynamic instability. These practical outcomes 

always attracted many researchers and engineers in the field of fluids engineering. 

 

He is one of my closest colleagues in fluids engineering who speak the same dialect from 

“Kansai” area. Many years ago, I received a telephone call from him. He asked what a 

cavitation is. I explained something about bubble dynamics; how bubble collapse can be so 

destructive. I didn’t know, at that time, he was interested in the rotating cavitation in rocket 

turbopump inducer and then he solved smartly such an interesting problem. I am afraid that 

my explanation of cavitation was little different from his interest.  

 

As he mentioned in his Final WEB Lecture, he was blessed with many “Opportunities”. He 

obtained essential advices for “Engineering Science” like “make the problems as simple as 

possible” and “concentrate in what you are interested, without thinking anything else”. He 

worked very hard toward “high level of target” as he says “what we need is to “think” and 

“sweat” to take the opportunities”. I hope many young researchers and engineers will follow 

him to enjoy the opportunities in the real world. 
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